
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
 
During the 16 months of preparation, the Hanama`ulu Town Celebration Planning 
Committees reached out to the community as they planned the parade and programs, worked on 
logistics, considered the cost of the celebration, looked for funding, researched and wrote the 
history of Hanama`ulu, built a website, encouraged food, arts, and crafts vendors to participate, 
compiled and produced a souvenir booklet, and worked on myriads of details.  The response has 
been overwhelmingly positive and the Planning Committees say a resounding THANK YOU to 
everyone. Also, formers residents of Hanama`ulu who now reside elsewhere and many others 
have extended their Aloha from across the miles with words of encouragement and donations.  
Many will be at the celebration.   

The Hanama`ulu Town Celebration Committee appreciates beyond words the 
support of families and friends; and of individuals and businesses in the community.   You know 
who you are, and we know who you are.  Alas, limited space prohibits the listing of everyone 
individually. 
 
MAHALO NUI LOA to all individuals and groups participating in the parade and on the 
programs; to all the Police Officers helping with the flow of traffic during the parade; to all the 
volunteers assisting KPD to re-direct traffic.  
 
MAHALO NUI LOA to Ho`ike Kaua`i Community Television, KONG Radio, The Garden 
Island newspaper, Kaua`i Island News, other publications, hotels and resorts for bringing the 
celebration to the attention of the general public. 
 
MAHALO NUI LOA to all the individuals and businesses whose generosity and spirit of giving 
helped in large measure toward the publication of the souvenir booklet.  Their pictures and logos 
add an extra dimension to the pages of the booklet, and the Hanama`ulu Town Celebration 
Committee extends to them Warmest Mahalo and Aloha. 
 
MAHALO NUI LOA to Haruko Abe, Jeffrey Agader, County of Kaua`i Special Events & 
Grants Program, Grove Farm Homestead Museum, Kiyoshi Inouye, Island Arts & Graphics, 
Island Printers, Kaua`i Historical Society, Kaua`i Museum, Mayor′s Drug-Free Task Force, 
Office of the Governor (Honolulu & Kaua`i), Office of the Mayor (Kaua`i), Sanae Morita, Clyde 
Okada, John Pescador, Pictures Plus, and SignArt/Laraine Moriguchi for their assistance in 
varied ways. 
 

As the Hanama`ulu Town Celebration draws near, and the Planning 
Committees  go into high gear, the members are more aware than ever before that Aloha Spirit 
makes a celebration such as this possible.  They extend their appreciation and gratitude to all. 
 

Aloha nui loa.  Me ke aloha pumehana. 
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